
January 2022
Welcome to 2022 Wildcats!!! But before we get
started with the new year, let’s look back at all

the good times we had in December….





Art Room News

The kindergarteners started off the new year in the art room with
their clay unit!  The room was full of giggles and excitement!  The

rest of the wildcats will be beginning their clay unit soon!



4th Graders put on a play for their classmates called “Grand Christmas” and
started their rocks and minerals unit.



Second graders traveled to the
Stuart Fremont Theatre to watch

the Polar Express and wrote about
the differences between the movie
and the book.  We all agreed that

while the basic storyline was
similar, the movie was much more
exciting with all the added details.

We also did a STEM activity for the
boy in the movie to get his bell

back!  Here are some pictures of
our bell mazes and what we had to

do to recover the bell without
touching the maze.



Students in Ms. Topliff's third-grade class
have been working on writing opinion pieces
during their writing workshop. To kickstart the
project they wrote an opinion of their favorite
cookie. Before starting the writing process,

students partook in a cookie tasting
experience and took notes on all the different
cookies that they tasted to help them decide
which one they liked best. They focused on
the appearance of the cookie and also what

it tasted, smelt, and felt like to help the
reader better understand their reasoning on

why they decided that cookie was their
favorite.



In Mrs. Jorgensen’s kindergarten class, students learned a new
math game to help them identify nickels and pennies while counting

them. They also have been working hard at practicing their letter
sound fluency. Finally, they got to read letters Santa’s elves wrote

back to them and they also got a visit from the grinch!



We will be
sending 2nd

quarter report
cards home on
Friday, January

21st.

Thank you for
making sure

your students
are dressed

appropriately for
the winter
weather!!!



5th Grade Band Announcement!!!
5th Grade Band Parent and Student info and rental night
is Monday February 21st, 2022 at the High School Band

Room. Even if you are unsure if your student will
participate, come find out more about our band program
here at WCV. This is the first step to begin your students'

journey in instrumental music!

A big THANK YOU to
Mt. Vernon Methodist

Church of Stuart for the
warm clothing
donations!!!



January Breakfast & Lunch Menu


